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Changing demands and changing 
nature of universities



Overview

The changing nature of the university, in response to 
drivers associated with globalisation, affects the way 
that universities support their local communities
Universities are seeking to enrol local actors to help 
them become more internationally competitive 
In return they are facing new demands from these 
local actors to boost territorial competitiveness
A key element of this is mediated through the physical 
form of the university
Much of this is business focused but there is a need 
for a parallel focus on community and social capital 
development



Importance of learning and 
knowledge in city competitiveness 

Globalisation, localisation and de-localisation
Knowledge production as a socialised process
Cities as the places where knowledge as a ‘strategic 
resource’ is created 
Concentration of higher education and public 
institutions 
Attraction of talented workers
Responses in the form of innovation and cluster 
strategies, ‘learning cities’, ICT infrastructure, new 
intermediary organisations, university and college 
investments



Roles of universities
Changing demands on universities from national and 
local governments
Effects of massification
Attractors and generators of talent
Suppliers of knowledge not just technologies
New requirements for relevant knowledge and roles
Role in shaping the quality of place and civic cultures
New mission in the leadership or stewardship of 
place?
Recognised in policy drivers at local, national and EU 
levels



Universities as global/ local pipelines
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Universities and urban place 
competitiveness
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Multiple dimensions of 
engagement

Economic impact
Business engagement
Health and welfare
Society and communities (inc culture, regeneration 
and sustainability)
Skills and graduate retention
Institutional adaptability and governance

Supporting the knowledge economy is about more than 
just technology transfer



Commodification of university 
knowledge

Pressure from government and from within to commercialise 
knowledge
Discourses of successful regions
Appropriability as central issue
IP management strategies - new regimes of governance
Spatial scales and mismatch of objectives – harder to contain the 
benefits within the mid-sized city
Who benefits and what does it do to the nature of the university?
Re-appraisal and reorientation of university strategies?



Typology of university knowledge 
exchange mechanisms

Research links - creation of new knowledge 
centres, projects etc

Information transfer - selling existing knowledge
Seminar programmes, Licensing, Consulting, SME audits

Personnel-based transfer
Staff mobility into/from industry, Visiting professors
Knowledge transfer partnerships
Student project work, placement schemes

Support for new firms - spin outs and science parks
Many of these underpinned by local partnerships



Excellence doesn’t need to be in 
large cities

Finnish Centres of Expertise
directing regional and national 
resources towards internationally 
competitive areas of expertise
national centres of excellence 
based on regional strengths -
aimed at stimulating regional 
growth
regions compete to be selected 
and compete for funds



Many of Europe’s top research 
universities and complexes in mid-
sized cities

Oxford, Cambridge, Durham, St Andrews, 
York
Lund, Leuven, Grenoble, Delft, Heidelberg, 
Aachen, and Bologna of course
And other countries investing in universities in 
smaller cities to stimulate development

Eg Iraklion, Oulu, 



Graduates are key knowledge carriers 
but local links may be complex
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Spaces of engagement
Need to rethink the physical design of universities to 
reflect new roles and modes of knowledge transfer
Centrality or dominance of universities in some cities, 
and especially smaller cities
Reshaping the university as a place of shared knowledge 
production and encouragement of wider participation
Examples of strategic development to reposition 
universities in international networks and also to underpin 
international competitiveness
New forms of campus and knowledge precincts etc
Impact is greater in smaller cities



York

Small city (100k)
University is biggest
employer
Decline in traditional
employment in chocolate and engineering 
York  Science City emerged in 1990s to build and 
attract new knowledge economy with a bioscience 
flavour
Successful small science park attracted R&D from 
Smith and Nephew
Designated a national science city despite small size



York Science City future infrastructure 
priorities

Heslington East – major strategic 65 hectare £500m 
development doubling the current size of the University of York,
and its excellence in research, teaching and knowledge transfer.

York Central – 35 hectares brownfield land for mixed use of 
which 10 hectares would be zoned for SCY related employment 
use.

Terry’s The Chocolate Works – £26m mixed use redevelopment 
of 51 acre site with integrated creative and digital business centre.

http://www.york.ac.uk/admin/presspr/heslingtoneast/landscape.jpg




Brighton - Sussex Academic 
Corridor

1986 plans for collaboration between University of Sussex and 
Brighton Polytechnic (now University of Brighton)

Joint planning, shared services, joint marketing
1991 Academic Corridor project

Brighton Borough Council
Brighton College of Technology
East Sussex County Council
Lewes District Council
Sussex TEC
University of Brighton
University of Sussex
Lewes Tertiary College







Brisbane – Smart State to Smart 
City

Smart State strategy
State investment in science infrastructure and 
translation spaces and parallel developments of other 
innovation system components
Strong international dimension
Main concentration of investment in Brisbane
Recent recognition of the importance of precincts and 
spaces for engagement
Creative industry precinct
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Kelvin Grove Creative precinct

Former military and redundant site
Heritage buildings
University as anchor - teaching and creative 
facilities
Joint venture with state government, city and 
private developers
700 housing units
Village centre
Creative industries and office space
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Co-enquiry and communities of 
practice

Extension of our ideas of knowledge transfer and 
public understanding of science
Recognition of the co-production element in mode 2 
science
Context and relevance
The importance of knowledge of application and 
ethical positions
Learning to engage and learning from engagement
Building communities of practice across the 
academia-business/public divide



Why should this be a priority?

Disadvantaged communities are often our closest 
neighbours
Linkage between participation and community 
development
Linkages between disadvantage and other policy 
issues central to HE research and policy interests
Importance of civic engagement in education process
Commitment of our staff to putting something back
Universities as joined up institutions able to operate 
across policy divides



Conclusions: what can mid-sized 
cities expect from universities?

Broad based contribution to the knowledge economy means 
more than technologies and spin offs
Finding a place in a more complex multi-level governance
Funding priorities in a competitive mass system
Negotiation of roles of excellence, context, relevance
The need to deliver urban transformation alongside international
competitiveness
The position of academics as polarised between footloose talent 
and footsoldiers of the knowledge economy
Building communities of practice in ‘learning cities’
Bundling and unbundling – the importance of integration
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